! Introduction! ! The! efficiency! of! a! PCR! reaction! is! known! to! vary! widely,! depending! on! many! different! factors.! These! include! the! properties! of! the! primers! (1-3),! the! sequence! to! be! amplified! (4) ,! in! particular! the! GC! content!(5,!6)!as!well!as!the!reaction!conditions!and!type!of!polymerase.!If!one!wishes!to!quantify!the! amount!of!a!given!template!by!PCR!(qPCR)!the!general!approach!is!to!compare!an!unknown!sample!to!a! dilution!series!of!standards,!on!the!assumption!that!all!variables!remain!the!same!between!sample!and! standard!and!hence!PCR!efficiency!remains!constant.!! ! The! introduction! of! high! throughput! sequencing! (HTS)! (7,! 8) ,! in! which! many! DNA! molecules! are! sequenced! individually! in! parallel,! allows! the! possibility! of! quantifying! many! DNA! molecules! simultaneously!by!counting!the!number!of!times!the!sequence!for!each!molecule!occurs!in!a!sequence! run.! This! approach! forms! the! basis! for! RNA:seq,! in! which! transcript! abundance! is! measured! by! sequencing! cDNA! libraries,! and! counting! the! number! of! sequences! mapping! to! each! transcript.! An! extension!of!this!approach!is!the!analysis!of!the!antigen:specific!receptor!repertoire!by!sequencing!cDNA! or!genomic!samples!of!B!or!T!lymphocytes,!and!counting!the!number!of!times!each!different!receptor!is! identified! (9) .! Most! current! parallel! sequencing! technologies! require! nanomolar! amounts! of! starting! material!(typically!>!10 10 !molecules),!even!when!the!output!of!the!reaction!may!only!be!in!the!order!of! 10 7 ! molecules! (for! example! the! Illumina! MiSeq).! In! order! to! achieve! this! amount! of! starting! material! some!degree!of!PCR!amplification!is!usually!required.!This!is!especially!true!when!the!amount!of!starting! material!may!be!extremely!small,!for!example!in!the!case!of!single!cell!RNA:seq! (10) .!The!reproducibility! of!the!PCR!amplification!process!therefore!becomes!a!key!factor.!! ! The!use!of!molecular!barcodes!provides!one!approach!to!dealing!with!single!molecule!quantification!and! mitigating!the!effects!of!PCR!heterogeneity.!A!library!of!diverse!short!DNA!sequences!(barcodes!or!tags)! are! introduced! into! the! sequences! to! be! analysed! at! an! early! step! in! the! protocol,! in! such! a! way! that! each! target! molecule! incorporates! a! different! tag! which! remains! associated! with! it! throughout! the! amplification! protocol.! The! barcodes! can! be! introduced! during! a! reverse! transcription! step,! or! by! ligation.! For! instance,! Miner! et! al! (11) .!PCR2!product!was!purified!with!AMPure!beads!and!eluted!in!30μl!water.!! ! As! mentioned! before! for! the! PB! samples! six! random! nucleotides! were! added! during! the! ligation.! The! other!six!random!nucleotides!were!added!to!the!constant!region!end!in!a!single!round!PCR!in!order!to! label!every!molecule!uniquely.!For!that,!the!complementary!strand!(second!strand)!to!the!ligated!cDNA! had! to! be! made! first.! The! AMPure! bead! purified! ligation! product! was! incubated! with! 1x! HF! buffer,! 0.5μM! SP2! primer,! 0.5mM! of! dNTPs! and! 1! unit! Phusion! in! a! 50μl! reaction! at! 98°C! for! 3! min,! lowered! slowly!(1°C/sec)!to!80°C,!held!at!80°C!for!10!sec,!lowered!slowly!(1°C/sec)!to!58°C!and!held!at!58°C!for!30! sec.!After!the!final!extension!at!72°C!for!1!min!the!second!strand!was!purified!with!AMPure!beads!and!a! third!strand!was!synthesised!using!the!same!conditions!as!for!the!second!strand.!To!introduce!a!random! hexamer!the!following!primers!were!used!instead!of!SP2:!SP1:6N:I:X:αRC1!for!the!α:chain!and!SP1:6N:I: 
,! and! then! ligated! a! primer! that! contained! a! unique! 12! base! pair! barcode! followed! by! a! sequence!corresponding!to!the!Illumina!SP2!sequencing!primer! (Fig!1a ).!The!individually!tagged!mixture! of!different!α!and!β!chains!were!amplified!using!constant!region!3'!primers!and!a!5'!primer!homologous! to! the! Illumina! SP2! sequence! on! the! ligated! oligonucleotide.! The! resulting! amplified! PCR! reaction! was! diluted!and!sequenced!using!the!standard!Illumina!protocol! (Fig!1b ).!The!number!of!times!each!barcode! was!present!in!the!sequence!data!was!then!counted.!We!refer!to!all!sequences!that!have!an!identical! barcode! as! a! barcode! family,! and! refer! to! the! number! of! molecules! present! with! this! barcode! as! a! barcode!family!size.!Although!each!cDNA!molecule!was!ligated!to!a!different!barcode,!and!the!starting! frequency! of! each! barcode! should! then! be! uniform! and! independent! of! the! frequency! of! the! TCR! sequence! with! which! it! was! associated,! the! observed! distribution! of! barcode! family! sizes! in! a! PBMC! sample!was!very!heterogeneous! (Fig!1c ).!Thus,!while!the!majority!of!barcode!families!were!of!size!one,! some! barcodes! occurred! over! 100! times.! A! similar! pattern! was! observed! for! α! and! β! TCR! sequences,! indicating!that!the!heterogeneity!was!not!some!special!feature!of!the!sequence!being!amplified.!! ! One!obvious!explanation!was!that,!although!the!primers!and!the!primer!targets!were!the!same!for!all! amplified! molecules,! the! intervening! sequences! were! heterogeneous! since! they! represented! many! different! TCR! sequences.! Thus,! heterogeneous! amplification! could! reflect! differences! in! target! replication!by!polymerase.!In!order!to!rule!out!this!trivial!explanation,!we!labelled!and!amplified!a!single! TCR! sequence! (α! and! β! chain)! from! a! human! T! cell! clone,! KT2.! As! predicted,! the! vast! majority! of! sequences! from! these! samples! were! identical,! and! the! rest! probably! represented! PCR! or! sequencing! error! ( Supplementary! Fig! 1 ).! To! our! surprise! the! distribution! of! barcode! frequencies! was! still! just! as! heterogeneous! (Fig!1d ).!Thus!even!under!conditions!where!target,!primer!and!reaction!conditions!were! identical! for! all! amplified! molecules,! we! observed! a! very! significant! heterogeneity! in! apparent! amplification! efficiencies.! We! repeated! this! experiment! using! different! PBMC! samples,! sequenced! at! different! depths! (Fig! 1e )! and! with! different! numbers! of! initial! target! molecules! (therefore! different! numbers!of!observed!barcodes)!carried!through!the!protocol! (Fig!1f )!and!obtained!similar!results.!! ! It! is! important! to! note! that! this! amplification! heterogeneity,! although! it! is! unrelated! to! the! biological! heterogeneity!in!TCR!sequences!(the!repertoire),!nevertheless!materially!affects!quantitative!features!of! the! observed! repertoire.! Sequencing! TCRs! with! our! barcoding! technique! allows! correction! of! PCR! amplification!error,!by!counting!the!number!of!different!barcodes!appearing!with!the!same!TCR,!as!well! as!correction!of!sequencing!error,!by!comparing!sequence!reads!from!the!same!barcodes.!Correcting!for! PCR:! and! sequencing:error! in! the! sequencing! data! significantly! reduces! the! apparent! diversity! of! the! observed! TCR! repertoire! (Fig! 1g,! Supplementary! Fig! 2 ).! In! addition,! although! large! TCR! clones! are! observed! many! times! in! both! raw! and! corrected! data,! there! is! a! lot! of! noise! introduced! by! heterogeneous!amplification!in!the!smaller!clones!if!barcoding!is!not!incorporated!into!the!analysis! (Fig!  1h,!Supplementary!Fig!2 ).! ! Barcode'family'size'is'not'dependent'on'barcode'sequence,'barcode'clash'or'nonCuniform'barcode'primer' frequencies!! ! The! heterogeneous! amplification! observed! could! hypothetically! be! caused! by! the! barcode! itself! since! the!polymerase!must!amplify!the!barcode!in!each!cycle.!To!investigate!this,!we!first!considered!whether! barcodes!that!appear!more!amplified!have!a!tendency!to!contain!more!or!fewer!G!or!C!nucleotides! (Fig!  2a ).!However,!there!was!no!obvious!relationship!between!the!frequency!of!particular!barcodes!and!their! GC!content.!Furthermore,!the!frequency!of!the!same!barcode!in!any!two!different!sequence!runs!was! uncorrelated! (Fig!2b) .!A!high!barcode!family!size!did!not!therefore!appear!to!be!the!result!of!a!particular! barcode!sequence!or!sequence!motif.!Additionally,!to!account!for!the!fact!that!the!amplification!effect! might!be!to!do!with!relative,!rather!than!absolute,!barcode!'fitness',!we!considered!all!pairs!of!barcodes! that! both! appear! in! any! pair! of! experiments.! If! the! amplification! was! determined! by! the! barcode! we! would!expect,!for!example,!that!if!barcode!A!is!larger!than!barcode!B!in!experiment!1!then!it!would!also! be!larger!in!experiment!2.!We!found!no!correlation!between!the!frequencies!of!any!two!barcodes!that! appear! together! in! a! pair! of! experiments! (Fig! 2c Fig!2d ).!! ' The! barcodes! should! theoretically! contain! randomly! chosen! nucleotides! at! each! of! the! 12! positions,! giving!a!total!of!4 12 !≈!1.7!x!10 7 !possible!barcodes,!each!appearing!an!equal!number!of!times.!In!practice,! the! methods! of! oligonucleotide! synthesis! likely! result! in! slightly! different! incorporation! efficiencies! of! different!nucleotides!at!each!position! (27) .!In!addition,!the!number!of!target!molecules!barcoded!in!our! T!cell!samples!is!often!within!an!order!of!magnitude!of!the!number!of!available!barcodes,!resulting!in!a! significant!probability!that!the!same!barcode!is!used!more!than!once!('barcode!clash')! (Fig!3a) .!In!order! to!assess!the!impact!that!this!barcode!clash!might!have!on!the!observed!barcode!family!sizes,!we!first! simulated! barcoding! molecules! from! a! large,! uniformly! distributed! pool! of! available! barcodes! and! measured!the!proportion!of!molecules!that!were!uniquely!barcoded! (Fig!3b ).!This!value!depends!on!the! ratio!of!the!number!of!available!barcodes!(size!of!the!barcode!pool)!to!the!number!of!molecules!to!be! barcoded.! In! these! simulations! we! also! measure! the! maximum! observed! barcode! clash! size! (Fig! 3c ),! which! in! contrast! also! depends! on! the! absolute! number! of! available! barcodes! and! molecules! to! be! barcoded.!These!simulations!show!that!in!our!protocol!(barcoding!in!the!order!of!10 6 !molecules!with!10 7 ! available! barcodes)! around! 90%! of! molecules! get! a! unique! barcode! and! the! maximum! clash! size! is! predicted!to!be!below!4.!Thus!barcode!clash!is!unable!to!account!for!the!range!in!barcode!family!sizes! we!observe!in!our!data.!! ! It!is!likely!that!the!pool!of!barcodes!we!have!available!for!labelling!is!not!exactly!uniformly!distributed,! which!could!lead!to!increased!barcode!clash.!We!simulated!the!barcoding,!amplification!and!sequencing! protocol! using! normally! or! lognormally! distributed! barcode! frequency! distributions,! but! this! had! little! effect! on! the! observed! barcode! family! size! distributions! when! compared! to! uniquely! barcoding! every! molecule!or!to!the!expected!distribution!if!every!initial!molecule!was!represented!equally!in!the!post: PCR! amplified! pool! (Fig! 3d) .! We! also! derived! the! empirical! distribution! of! barcodes! in! our! initial! oligonucleotide! pool! (see! Supplementary! Information! and! Supplementary! Figure! 3)! and! simulations! using! this! distribution! do! not! show! a! barcode! family! size! distribution! deviating! far! from! the! sampling! distribution!expected!from!a!uniformly!distributed!amplified!pool! (Fig!3e ).!The!output!of!the!barcoding,! amplification!and!sequencing!pipeline!is!therefore!robust!to!the!likely!occurrence!of!barcode!clash!and! non:uniform!barcode!frequencies.!! ! Inherited'differences'in'PCR'efficiency'are'necessary'to'explain'the'observed'diversity'in'barcode'family' size.'! ! The! experimental! pipeline! involves! amplification! followed! by! subsampling! for! sequencing,! which! can! introduce! Poisson! non:uniformity! even! when! the! amplified! pool! of! barcoded! molecules! is! uniform.! Furthermore,! PCR! efficiencies! of! less! than! 100%! can! introduce! non:uniformity! resulting! from! the! inherent!stochasticity!of!the!PCR!process! (28) .!In!order!to!examine!how!variable!efficiency!and!sampling! could! affect! observed! barcode! family! size! distributions! we! developed! a! PCR! simulator! in! which! molecules!are!barcoded,!amplified!and!then!sampled!in!silico.!The!simulator!is!outlined!schematically!in! Figure!4a .!In!its!most!basic!implementation!(modelling!PCR!as!a!straightforward!branching!process!with! no! error)! the! simulator! can! perform! a! full! simulation! (labelling! initial! molecules,! performing! 15! PCR! cycles!with!efficiency!0.8,!sampling!and!sequencing!including!sequencing!error)!on!10 5 !initial!molecules! in!approximately!12!seconds! (Fig!4b) Figure!4c .!The!introduction!of! less! than! 100%! efficiency! introduces! some! barcode! family! size! heterogeneity! as! described! previously! (28) .! This! variation! arises! because,! in! every! replication! cycle,! any! individual! molecule! may! or! may! not! replicate! with! a! probability! determined! by! the! overall! efficiency.! The! substantial! shoulder! observed! in! the!distributions!correspond!to!molecules!which!fail!to!be!replicated!in!the!first!cycle!of!PCR!and!hence! are!present!at!half!the!average!number!of!copies.!However,!the!heterogeneity!caused!by!low!efficiencies! is!averaged!out!over!many!molecules!and!the!majority!of!barcode!family!sizes!are!within!a!factor!of!two! of!each!other!at!the!end!of!the!PCR!reaction.!! ! When!a!sample!of!molecules!is!drawn!at!random!from!the!amplified!pool!(to!simulate!the!process!by! which! molecules! from! the! amplified! sample! are! diluted! and! introduced! to! the! flow! cell! to! anneal! to! complementary! capture! oligonucleotides),! the! observed! barcode! family! size! is! further! diversified! depending!on!the!ratio!of!number!of!sequenced!molecules!to!number!of!initial!molecules! (Fig!4d) .!These! observed! barcode! family! size! distributions! follow! a! Poisson! distribution! (as! an! approximation! to! a! binomial! distribution),! scaled! to! account! for! the! fact! that! we! cannot! count! those! barcodes! with! an! observed! family! size! of! zero! (a! zero:truncated! Poisson).! The! Poisson! distribution! is! the! expected! distribution!when!sampling!from!an!amplified!pool!in!which!each!barcode!is!present!the!same!number! of! times.! If! the! PCR! process! in! our! experiments! behaved! as! a! straightforward! branching! process! we! would! expect! our! experimental! observed! barcode! family! size! distributions! to! also! follow! a! zero: truncated! Poisson! distribution,! with! the! Poisson! parameter! providing! information! about! how! many! initial!molecules!there!were!in!our!sample.!However,!it!can!be!seen!that!our!data!does!not!belong!to!the! same!family!as!the!simulated!distributions! (Fig!4d) ,!suggesting!that!these!samples!were!not!drawn!from! a!uniformly!distributed!post:PCR!pool!and!that!neither!low!PCR!efficiency!or!the!sampling!process!can! account!for!the!broad!distribution!observed.!! ! We!therefore!tried!to!formulate!variations!of!the!branching!process!model!of!PCR!that!could!explain!the! broad!barcode!family!size!distribution!observed.!!! ! The!starting!point!is!a!standard!branching!process!model!of!PCR!('model!1')!where!the!efficiency!of!the! PCR! (between! 0! and! 1)! refers! to! the! probability! that! a! molecule! will! replicate! successfully! in! a! cycle.! Using! this! model,! we! simulate! PCR! and! sampling,! and! show! that! the! resulting! barcode! family! size! distributions! do! not! diverge! significantly! from! the! expected! Poisson! distribution! regardless! of! the! efficiency!used! (Figure!5a) .!!Next,!a!target!degradation!model!('model!2')!was!used.!Model!2!is!set!up!as! for!model!1,!except!that!when!a!molecule!fails!to!duplicate!in!a!cycle!there!is!a!chance!that!it!instead! degrades!and!is!no!longer!available!to!be!amplified!in!later!cycles!of!the!PCR.!Again,!simulation!of!this! model! does! not! reproduce! the! large! deviation! from! the! expected! Poisson! seen! in! our! data! (Supplementary! Figure!4a Figure!4b ).!! ! Instead!of!a!constant!efficiency!across!all!molecules!and!all!cycles,!we!imagine!that!in!a!given!cycle!some! molecules!are!able!to!replicate!more!efficiently!than!others.!For!instance!this!variation!may!depend!on! the! position! of! the! molecule! within! the! sample! (which! may! affect! e.g.! proximity! to! primer)! or! the! conformation!of!the!molecule!(which!may!affect!ability!of!the!primer!to!bind).!We!introduce!a!variable! efficiency!model!('Model!5'),!where!the!probability!that!a!given!molecule!will!replicate!in!a!given!cycle!is! chosen!from!a!defined!distribution.!Model!5!is!implemented!using!a!normal!distribution!with!a!variety!of! parameters! (Figure! 5c ).! ! Although! a! low! mean! efficiency! and! a! large! standard! deviation! produces! the! most! divergence! from! the! expected! barcode! family! size! distribution,! none! of! the! parameters! investigated!was!able!to!reproduce!the!observed!spread!of!family!sizes.!! ! We!adapted!Model!5!to!include!the!constraint!that!once!an!efficiency!is!chosen!for!a!molecule!in!cycle!1! this! same! efficiency! is! inherited! by! all! molecules! produced! from! this! initial! molecule! ('Model! 6').! Simulation! of! PCR! and! sampling! using! model! 6! was! performed,! and! showed! that! inherited! efficiencies! could!produce!a!substantial!amount!of!spread!in!the!barcode!family!size!distribution!when!the!efficiency! distribution!has!a!low!mean!and!a!relatively!large!standard!deviation! (Figure!5c) The! bulk! conditions! in! all! the! PCR! reactions! obviously! cannot! account! for! the! intra:experimental! variation.!However,!as!discussed!previously,!PCR!is!by!its!nature!a!stochastic!process!since!at!each!cycle! a!molecule!will!be!either!replicated!or!not!replicated!with!some!probability!p,!which!will!be!less!than!1! for! all! reactions! in! which! replication! efficiency! is! not! 100%.! For! example,! the! PCR! efficiencies! in! our! model!system!(which!we!have!measured!using!qPCR!on!plasmid!dilutions)!are!typically!in!the!order!of! 1.8:1.9.!!Furthermore,!it!is!possible!that!there!is!local!heterogeneity!in!the!PCR!vessel!itself:!for!example! temperature! gradients,! or! heterogeneity! introduced! by! phase! shifts! at! the! plastic/liquid! or! liquid/gas! surfaces.!!We!therefore!examined!the!implications!of!these!different!models!in!detail!using!a!branching! process!PCR!simulator.!! ! Simulation! demonstrated! clearly! that! lower! efficiencies,! a! range! of! efficiencies,! competition! and! resource! limitation! can! all! introduce! some! variation! in! the! predicted! output! of! the! PCR! for! different! molecules.!As!might!be!predicted,!the!extent!of!variation!increases!with!cycle!number,!and!with!low!and! more!variable!efficiencies.!The!goal!of!minimising!the!number!of!cycles,!and!maximising!efficiency!does! therefore! lower! overall! expected! variance! of! product! molecular! counts.! However,! the! extent! of! the! Figure 
